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ANNUAL RF..PORT
THE EFFECTS OF CLOUDS ON EARTH RADIATION BUDGET
SEASONAL AND INTER-ANNUAL PATTERNS
The study focussed on Seasonal and regional variations of clouds and their effects on the
climatological parameters. The climatological parameters surface temperature, solar
insulation, short-wave absorbed, long wave emitted and net radiation were considered. The
data of climatological parameters under this study consisted of about 20 parameters of Earth
Radiation Budget and Clouds of 2070 target areas which covered the globe. It consisted of
daily and monthly averages of each parameters for each target area for the period, June 1979
May 1980. Cloud forcing and black body temperature at the top of the atmosphere were
calculated. Interactions of clouds, cloud forcing, black body temperature and the
climatological parameters were investigated and analyzed.
MLCE AND CMATRIX DATABASES
THE Nimbus scanner data, reprocessed by Nimbus Processing Team, was used in our
study. The database consisting of thirteen parameters of MLCE and thirty eight parameters of
CMATRIX (CLOUD related) of all 2070 target areas of the Globe was developed for our
study. However our study mainly focussed on parameters representing the long wave flux,
net radiation, albedo, short-wave emitted, insulation, clouds (low, mid and high, cirrus and
convective), surface temperature, cloud top temperature, cloud forcing and solar irradiance.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
As a result of this study the following tasks have been completed or are in progress:
(a) PRESENTATION OF A PAPER
A paper on "SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND THE SOLAR IRRADIANCE IN
THE TROPICS" was presented at American Geophysical Union (AGU) Spring (May 14 -
17) 1992 meeting in Montreal. A draft of the report on the relationship between the Sea-
Surface Temperature and the Solar lrradiance in the Trropics was prepared for presentation at
AGU meeting. The report of the paper for presentation and the abstract of the paper which
was published in EOS are enclosed.
(b) PREPARATIONOF ATLAS
AnnualContourplots (more than 120) of selected parameters and for latitudes bands of
tropics and subtropics and higher latitudes for the Atlas were constructed. However only
plots for selected latitudinal bands will be included in the Atlas.
(c) CORRELATIONAL STUDY
Correlational study of selected climatological parameters and clouds was performed by
constructing the Global character and contour plots.
(d) REPORT BASED ON THE RECENT JOURNAL ARTICLES
Based on the literature, related recent articles that appeared in the journals and based on
our study a report "COMMENTS ON THE OCEAN THERMOSTAT" was prepared and it
is included with this report.
(e) DRAFT OF THE PAPER FOR PUBLICATION
A preliminary draft of the paper entitled "CLOUDS, SURFACE TEMPERATURE,
AND THE TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL RADIATION BUDGET" for future
publication was prepared. The paper for publication will also include the analysis of the two
more years of ERBE and ISCCP data for the period February 1985 to January 1987 for
appropriate results and validation. This paper for publication thus depends on the next phase
of the study.
Last year the Summer and Fall annual variation maps of these parameters were made and
they were analyzed for 16 latitude zones, each 4.5 ° of latitude in width, from 36 ° North to
36 ° South latitude. Particular attention was payed to the Ocean. Over the oceans the fairly
uniform regional surface albedo and temperature makes it easier to study the interaction
between the clouds and the regional radiation budget. There are strong interactions but these
vary depending upon cloud types and amounts. In turn both cloud types and amounts are
related to the surface temperature and the general atmospheric circulation pattern.
DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE
Until July 1992, Computer programs were developed on the NASA/GODDARD IBM
9021 mainframe. NCAR graphic package was used for obtaining the contour plots for the
ATLAS and other global plots for analysis. Several plots were also generated for analyzing
and interpreting the interactions of the parameters under study.
But in August 1992 the NCAR Graphic Software package support was withdrawn from
IBM computer and this graphic package was made available on SUPER COMPUTER CRAY
Y-MP. Some extra time had to be used for understanding new technology and in
understanding the use of new computer system, transferring the software from IBM computer
to CRAY and rewriting some of the software for the study.
The Principal Investigator continued his study and overcame the problem that arose due to
changes in the use of the computer systems and software by requesting the AT-NO-COST
EXTENSION of the research grant period.
STATUS OF THE STUDY
The study continued according to the guidelines in the proposal, however the research
also focussed on the meetings and discussions with the NASA technical monitor Dr. H. L.
Kyle and colleagues who are involved in the related research work.
DATABASE FOR THE CONTINUING STUDY
Database consisting of Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) from S-4 tapes and
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) from C2 tapes coveting the two-
year period from February 1985 to January 1987 has been organized on four cassette tapes.
The database which represents the Global, 2.5 ° latitude/longitude spatial resolution of
monthly parameters' fields was extracted from ERBE and ISCCP input tapes. The data was
mergedby target area (target area = 2.5* Latitude x 2.5 ° Longitude) for each month.
ERBS/NOAA-9/NOAA-10 ERI_ data products wese the source of ERBE data for all
tmmlhs except the last thi'ee for wMch the three-satellite ERBS/NE_AA-9/NOAA- 10 ERBE
productwasused.Becauseof the large data volume, the final product (database) is stored
on four 3480 square tape cartridges that currently reside on the NASA/GODDARD IBM
9021 mainframe computer. Each cartridge contains six 32 megabyte files, one for each of six
months, for a total of 192 megabytes representing the data of two years.
Both the higher resolution 2.5 ° data and 5.0 ° data of 24 months were stored on the four
tapes. The ERBE and ISCCP data were ordered through the National Space Science Data
Center (NSSDC) by Dr. Lee Kyle. These data, after re-mapping to the 2.5 ° equal-angle
ERBE grid (10368 target areas) were merged with ERBE data by months to form the final
product.
FUTURE PLANS COVER:
* Study and analyze multi-variables correlations of the ERB AND CLOUD products.
* Examine additional data sets such as the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment and
Clouds for the period February 1985 - January 1987 for analysis and interpretation
of results.
Presentation of a Paper at AGU Spring 1993 meeting.
Preparation of a paper for publication based on the results obtained from the present
study and the study based on the analysis and interpretation of the data of 10368 target
for the period from February 1985 to January 1987.
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Our investigation of the seasonal variation of the tropical radiation budget has brought forth new
evidence concerning the relationship between clouds and the sea-surface temperatme (SST). As
is well known, the monthly mean SST rarely exceeds 303 IL Ramanathan and Collins (1991)
have proposed a cirrus cloud/radiation budget feedback mechanism which, they estimate, should
keep the SST from exceeding 305 K. Stephens and Slingo (1992) point out that on the large
scale the tropical SST seems to be chiefly maintained by coupled ocean and atmosphere
circulation patterns. However, they say that while more information is needed to decipher the
exact mechanisms, the Ramanathan's and Collins' hypothesis is intriguing. Our study indicates
that large-scale phenomena are dominant, but that the cloud feedback mechanism appears to be
important.
The Ramanatlum and Collins mechanism relies on aunoapherk deep connective activity over
warm water pools to spin off a thick cirrus cover which, in turn, sharply reduces the solar
radiation absorbed at the surface. This keeps the Sift from rising further. The evidence
indicates that in these tropical warm water pools, the mean regional top-of-the-atmosphere net
radiation (NR) decreases only a small amount when the deep convective clouds form (see for
instance Dhuria and Kyle (199D)).
where
R ""
ASW =
OLR =
ASW - OLR
absorbed shortwave solar radiation
(Earth-emiued) outgoing longwave radiation, all ql_ities at the top-of-
the-atmosphere
The high clouda sharply reduce both ASW and OLR, but the net radiation changes little.
However, ia the clear sky case, most of the heating occurs at the surface, while in deep
convective clowi fields a great deal of heating occurs in the mid- and upper troposphere. In the
Ramanathan sad Coiltna theory, atmospheric ckrvulation removes enough heat from the cloud
layers to aid in the cooling procesL
Our evidence indicates that while radiative p_ are regionally important, other factors must
be considered. We compared the Nimbus-7 Earth radiation budget (ERB) and cloud products for
the period June 1979 through May 1980 (Kyle et al., 199_, Stowe et al., 1988). The cloud
products include quality controlled Air Force 3D nephanalysis surface temperatures. Tune- and
space-averaged ERB and cloud products are formed on an approximately equal area world grid,
each region about (500 km) 2 in size. Along the Equator, the regions are 4.5 ° latitude, longitude
squares.Rgut_ I and2 comparetwo PacificOceanregiomjust southof the Equator. The first
region centered at (2.25°S latitude, 159.75°E longitude) lies in the western pacific warm water
pool. This is an equatorial rain region and normally has a 70% to 90% cloud cover with high
and medium altitude clouds dominant. The second region centered at (2.25°S, 92.25°W) is a cool
water region just off the coast of South America where low stratus clouds predominate. Our
equatorial study actually includes nine regions in the Western Pacific rain region and ten in the
Eastern Pacific cool water region. The two regions shown in the figures are each characteristic
of their neighboring region.
The figures compare monthly averages throughout the year. Figure 1 shows the top-of-the
atmosphere insolation, net radiation, total noon cloud cover, the diurnally averaged albedo, and
the noon surface temperatm_. Note that the surface temperature in the Western Pacific is always
4 ° to 6 ° warmer than in the East even in February through April when the Eastern Pacific
absorbs much more solar energy than does the cloud shrouded We.qem Pacific. In the Eastern
Pacific, the surface temperature is dominated by the wind-assisted upwelling of deep cold water
plus the cold Humbolt surface cutreat. The modest 14% seasonal variation in the insolation is
associatedwith important changes in cloud amount and type in the two regions. These changes,
in turn,influencethe cloud forcing (Figure2). The cloud fotving used here is defined as the
difference (mean-clear sky) observed top=of-the-atmospherelongwave, shortwave, and net
radiation fluxes (Ramanathan, 1987). By this definition, the longwave cloud forcing is positive
and the reflected shortwave forcing is negative. The net radiation forcing is the sum of the other
two forcing terms.
In the Western Pacific, both the clouds and the shortwave forcing move roughly in plase with
the insolation. Thus, even though the net radiation is 30 or 40 W/m 2 higher in March than in
June, the solar energy absorbed at surface has somewhat decrease_ The excess energy is
absorbed in the atmosphere. Unfoctunately, we cannot definitely state how the surface net
radiation varies. As the clouds thicken, the downward longw•ve flux should increase. The
analysis of Darnell et al., (1992) for the months of July and October 1983 and January and April
1984 does indicate that the net surface flux should increase from July to January in both the
Eastern and Western Pacific regions we studied. However, as with the top-of-the-atmosphere
values (see Figure 1), the increase shontd he much larger in the Eastern region. In the Western
Pacific, the surface temperature is nearly consistent throughout the year with • value just below
3O°C (303 K). However, u the clouds thicken, there is • tendency for the surface temperature
to slightly decrea_ although the cloud and temperature changes are not perfectly in phase. This
is roughly what we should expect from the hypothesia of Ramanathan and Collins. However,
bordering the wmm water rain center, in both the Pacific gad Indim eceam, are regions with
thinner clouds and, hence, higher alxcodgd solar radiation and net radiationthan in the rain
center. Here the mrface temperaah-e behaves seasonally in • manner similar to that in the rain
center except that it averages about 0.3°C lower. Thus, though cloud feedback is not negligible,
other processes are obviously at work.
In the Eastern Pacific, cool water region, it is tempting to connect the February and March solar
insolation maximum with the cloud minimum and temperature maximum. However, • complete
picture should also include the ocean currents and the atmospheric winds and water vapor.
In conclusion,it appears that cloud feedback mechanisms are important, but not dominant factors.
The surface temperature differential between the Eastern and Western Pacific is a strong example
of nonradiaficm balam_ force at work. In the Western Pacific itself, the highest temperatures
tend to be associated with the thickest cloud cover but not the highest net radiation or absorbed
solar radiation. Again strong, nonradiation balance, forces appear at work. Qualitatively, there
is undoubtedly a sort of a thermostat effect. When a monsoon system develops, it uses up a
great deal of energy, but the cirrus shield which blocks incoming solar energy appears to be just
part of the picture.
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Figure Captor:
Figure 1. Seuenal variations in the insolation, total noontime cloud cover, diurnally averaged
albedo and net radiation, and the noontime surface temperature are compared for two equatorial
Pacific Ocean regions. One centered at 159.75°E longitude in the western Pacific is in an
equatorial rain region. The other centered at 92.25°W longitudein the eastern Pacff'_lies off
the coast of South America. Monthly averages are plotted.
Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but here longwave, shortwave and net cloud forcing terms ate plotted.
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CLOUDS, SURFACE TEMPERATURE, AND THE TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL
RADIATION BUDGET
Harbans L. Dhuria
University of the District of Columbia, Washington, DC
H. Lee Kyle
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
I. INTRODUCTION
The solar energy drives both the Earth's climate and biosphere, but the absorbed energy is unevenly
distributed over the Earth. The tropical regions receive excess energy which is then transported by
atmospheric and ocean currents to the higher latitudes. All regions at a given latitude receive the same
top of the atmosphere solar itradiance (insolation). However, the net radiation received from the Sun
in the tropics and subtropics varies greatly from one region m another depending on local conditions.
Over land, variations in surface albedo are important. Over both land and ocean, surface temperature,
cloud amount, and cloud type are also important. This study uses the Nimbus-7 cloud and Earth radiation
budget (ERB) data sets to examine the affect of these parameters on the radiation over the course of 1
year (June 1979 to May 1980).
Clouds are the most important and also the most variable moderator of the radiation budget. The four
components of the planetary radiation budget are the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA): insolation (solar
irradiance), outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), absorbed shortwave (ASW), and net radiation (NR).
They are connectedby the equation:
NR = (i- A)Zs - OLR (1)
where:
Is is the "insolation
A is the albedo, and
ASW - (I-A)ls is the absorbed shortwave radiation
Severalstudies,using satellite data, have recently examine the effects of clouds on the radiation budget
(see for instance Arking, 1991; Ardanuy et al., 1991; Harrison et al., 1990; Hartmann and Doelling,
1991; and Dhuria and Kyle, 1990). Low thick clouds sharply reduce the absorbed, but only slightly
reduce the emitted radiation; thus, they strongly decrease the net radiation. Conversely, thin, high-
altitude cirrus clouds can increase the net radiation by only slightly reducing the absorbed while strongly
reducing the emitted radiation. In the global mean, clouds reduce the net radiation received from the
Sun. However, in the tropics, clouds can regionally either increase or decrease the net radiation
depending on cloud type and amount. In the mean, clouds just slightly decrease the tropical net radiation.
Of course, cloud types and amount are dependent on the regional climate and, in particular, on the
surface temperature. Thus, some relationship between the regional surface temperature and net radiation
might be suspected. In fact, the cooler regions generally have a lower net radiation than do the warmer
ones. They also tend to show a different pattern for the seasonal cycle of the radiation budget
parameters. These differences in the tropics and subtropics are examined in this study over the course
of I year (June 1979 to May 1980). The Nimbus-7 cloud and Earth radiation budget scanner data are
briefly described in Section 2, Section 3 gives an overview of the problem based on annual means, while
seasonal variations are discussed in Section 4. A summary and discussion come in Section 5.
2. THE NIMBUS-7 CLOUD AND EARTH RADIATION BUDGET DATASETS
The Nimbus-7 satellite was launched into a stable, nearly circle, Sun-synchronous orbit on October 24,
1978. The mean spacecraft altitude is 955 kin, the orbit period is 104 minutes, and equator crossings
are a little before noon and midnight local time. The spacecraft carried into orbit a diverse co=:plement
of scientific instruments, three of which contributed to this study: the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB),
the Temperature and Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR), and the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS).
The ERB experiment (Jacobowitz et al., 1984), itself, contains three different sensor groups: a solar
telescope, a set of wide-field-of-view (WFOV) Earth flux sensors, and a narrow-field-of-view (NFOV)
scanner. Separate Earth radiation budget datasets were derived from the WFOV and NFOV
measurements. The scanner has the better spatial resolution with a nadir footprint about 90 km x 90 kin).
The scanner failed on June 22, 1980, but the WFOV and solar sensors are still taking measurements.
The total solar irradiance measurements are still being released (Hoyt et al., 1991), but due to budget
constraints, the final calibration of the WFOV measurements stopped after data month October 1987.
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Somealgorithmproblemsdegradedthequality of the original scanner Earth radiation budget products
(Kyle et al., 1985). Improved algorithms were recently used to reprocess 13 months (May 1979 to May
1980) of the scanner measurements (Ardanuy et al., 1990). It is this reprocessed product that is used in
this study. The Earth radiation budget parameters considered include daily and monthly averaged TOA
insolation and both clear and average sky albedo, emitted and net radiation.
The Nimbus-7 cloud dataset (Stowe et al., 1988,1989) is derived from the THIR 11.5-_m infrared fiR)
and the TOMS 0.36- and 0.38-gin ultraviolet (UV) measurements. The THIR nadir footprint has a
resolution of 6.7 kin, while TOMS channels have a (50 km x 50 kin) nadir footprint. The TOMS
channels used are not affected by ozone absorption. Separate IR and UV estimates of cloud amount are
made. The IR uses the 11.5-tzm measurements, concurrent Air Force nephanalysis surface temperatures
and regional climatological atmospheric temperature lapse rates. This allows both day and night IR cloud
estimates to be made. UV cloud estimates are made only during daylight when the Air Force
nephanalysis reports no snow or ice in the region. For daylight periods, the separate estimates are
combined by an algorithm that gives most weight to the IR estimate for mid- and high-level clouds.
However, for low clouds the UV estimate is given considerable weight. From this dataset, we used the
bispectral cloud estimates, the Air Force surface temperatures, and the average clear scene and cloud top
IR radiances.
ERB and cloud datasets we used consisted of daily and monthly averages on an approximately equal area
global grid. It consisted of 2070 regions each about (500 km x 500 ima) in size. Near the equator,
regions are 4.5* latitude by 4.5* longitude. Annual means are obtained by averaging the monthly means.
3. MEAN ANNUAL RELATIONSHIPS
In the annual mean, the central half of the Earth (+30" latitude) absorbs more energy from the Sun that
it radiates back to space. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the annual net radiation for the
study year. Note that in this energy excess region, there is considerably more longitudinal variation in
the net radiation than there is at higher latitudes where an annual net radiation deficit exists. The energy
gradients shown help drive the atmospheric and oceanic currents which carry energy from the excess to
the deficit regions. In the atmosphere, the Hadley cells help carry tropical energy to the mid-latitudes.
The Walker cell circulation is related to the longitudinal gradients. The ocean currents such as the Pacific
Ocean Gyre and the Equatorial Pacific counter current are also important.
The mean annual surface temperatures taken from the Nimbus-7 cloud dataset (Stowe et al., 1988) are
shown in Figure 2. Note that there is a general similarity in the net radiation and temperature contours.
This is true of both the equator to pole and east-west gradient patterns. Physically, this makes sense since
the regions that receive the most heat will generally be the warmest. It helps to simplify the analysis if
land and ocean regions are treated separately. To this end, we divide the 2,070 Nimbus-7 ERB target
areas into three classes:
*
Ocean
Land
Coast
(over 85% water)
(over 85% land)
(mixture of land and water)
Figure 3a shows a scatter plot of annual mean net radiation versus surface temperature for the emire
globe (2,070 target areas). Two regimes are apparent. The polar regions with mean temperatures below
260"K form a nearly flat tail. In fact there is tendency for the net radiation to decrease as the
temperature increases. The polar regions absorb little direct energy from the Sun, thus the OLR is
dominant (see Eq.(1)). In this region, the OLR tends to increase, and the net radiation to decrease, as
the temperature increases. Over the rest of the globe, where direct solar heating is important, there is
a strong correlation between net radiation and surface temperature. Dry continental regions have their
own peculiar patterns; notice that the tropical and subtropical Sahara and Arabian deserts (Figure 1) show
an annual energy deficit even though the surface temperature is moderately high. In this study, we shall
not consider such areas in detail.
Figure 3b treats just the _ ocean target areas from 45"S to 45°N latitude. The correlation of 95%
would seem to explain about 90% of the variance. The major strength in the correlation comes from the
equator-to-pole gradients. However, the scatter plot in Figure 4 shows a 76% correlation for the
ocean target areas from 4.5"S to 4.5°N latitude. Geographically, the relationship is illustrated in Figure
5. This is an annual mean tropical net radiation map with the surface temperatures >301°K (28"C) or
<297"K (24*C) indicated on it. Note that most of the equatorial regions with a mean net radiation over
80 W/m s have mean temperatures of 301 °K or greater.
Over the oceans, clouds are a major moderator of albedo and OLR and hence of the net radiation.
However, cloud amounts and types are dependent on the local surface temperature and other weather
parameters. Thus, clouds can act as a feedback mechanism to increase the net radiant energy to warm
regions and decrease it over cool regions. This is shown by the annual net radiation cloud forcing shown
in Figure 6. In the tropics oceans, the warmer regions with mean temperatures of 300*K or greater
usually show a low net cloud forcing that may even be positive in nature. These warmer regions tend
to have a large percentage of thin cirrus, derived from neighboring deep convective cells, which act to
increase the net radiation. On the other hand, the regions with mean temperatures of 297"K or less often
are covered by low stratus clouds which produce a strong negative net cloud forcing. Thus, the cool
waters along the west coasts of South America and Africa are associated with strong negative cloud.
forcing, while the warm water in the western Pacific and Indian oceans show patches of positive cloud
forcing.
Examining the equator-to-polegradient,the coldhigh latitudewatersshow a strongnegativenet cloud
forcingcompared totherelativelymildcloudforcingoverthewarm tropicalwaters.Thus, inthemean,
cloudfeedbackrelatedtothe surfacetemperaturetendstomodulatesolarheatingtokeep warm regions
warm and coolregionscool.
Over continents, the variability in the surface water, surface albedo, and the presence of mountains
complicate the patterns. However, there are regions such as warm northern India and the cooler South
China where the same pattern exists. Our main emphasis in this study is on the oceans.
The analysis, in the next section, of the seasonal variations in the tropics and subtropics yield additional
insight on the relationship between clouds, surface temperature, and net radiation.
4. SEASONAL VARIATIONS
The seasonal cycle of the top-of-the-atmosphere insolation is the dominant driving force for the radiation
budget. The difference in the seasonal cycle between warm and cool equatorial ocean regions is
illustrated in Figure 7 for two ocean target areas in the latitude band (0" to 4.5"S). The monthly mean
solar insolation (Figure 7a) is always high with a yearly range of 2 W/m 2 (15%). A minimum, below
400 W/_, occurs in May to June while a pro!onged maximum, above 420 W/m 2, occurs for September
to April. The western Pacific rainy region (centered at 2.25"S latitude and 159.75"E longitude) is
characterized by plentiful, high clouds and a year- round surface temperature close to 303"K (30"C).
Both the net radiation and the cloud amount and altitude increase with the insolation, but the surface
temperature shows a slight tendency to decrease during the monsoon peaks.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. The annual net radiation observed by the Nimbus-7 ERB scanner for the year June 1979
to May 1980. The units are W/m: and the contour intervals is 20 W/m 2.
Figure 2. The annual net radiation cloud forcing observed by the Nimbus-7 ERB scanner. The.
contour step is 15 W/m 2. The dots indicate regions with insufficient cloud-free
observations.
Figure 3. The tropical annual net radiation and its relation to the surface temperature are shown.
Shadings rising from left to right indicate regions where the mean annual temperature is
greater than or equal to 301 *K. Shadings declining from left to right show regions where
the mean temperature is less than or equal to 297"K.
Figure 4. A scatter plot of mean annual sea-surface temperature versus annual net radiation for the
equatorial ocean (+4.5 ° latitude) is shown for the year June 1979 to May 1980. The
data are from the Nimbus-'/ERB and cloud datasets. Each square represents one of the
111 (500 kin) 2 ocean target areas along the equator.
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Cover:, Earth's mantle, the region of solid
but viscously deformable rock between the
surface and a depth of approximately 3000
kin, is vigorously convecting. The most obvi-
ous surface manifestations of convection are
subduction zones and seafloor spreading.
This figure examines the development of a
mantle plume, a concentrated area of hot
upwelling material believed to be responsi-
ble for hotspurs such as the Hawaiian island
chain.
This three-dimensional numerical model
tracks the development of thermal instabili-
ties at the base of an already convecting
mantle and the interaction of the resulting
plume with the larger scale mantle circula-
tion associated with plate tectonics. In the
calculation depicted, we capture the three-
dimensional nature of assumed whole-man-
tle convection but simplify the geomet_ us-
ing a rectangular box with stress-free and
insulating side boundaries. The calculation
is visualized with two semi-transparent sur-
faces of constant temperature (red, hot;
blue, cold) and two slices, one vertical and
one horizontal, where color varies according
to the temperature of the slice. The tempera-
ture of the convecting fluid is plotted at four
time intervals scaled to approxima',Gly 20
million years between frames.
The calculation begins with a convec-
lion roll (top left frame) upwelling hot fluid
on the left and downwelling cold fluid on
the right. As the calculation progresses, a
hot patch on the base triggers the develop-
ment of a hot plume of fluid rising to the
surface (top right). The head of the plume
reaches the surface midway between the up-
welling on the left and downwelling on the
right (bottom left). The tail of the plume,
however, is swept into the upwelling on the
left edge (bottom right).
The images were produced using the
interactive graphics package Application Vi-
sualization System (AVS) at Los Alamos Na-
tional L,aboratory, Institute of Geophysics
and Planetary Physics (IGPP). The AVS sys-
tem permits rapid visual analysis of the large
quanity of output from these three-dimen-
sional, time-dependent calculations.--C. W.
Gable, Earth and Environmental Sciences,
Los Alamos National Laboratory," C Kincaid,
Graduate School of Oceanography, Univer-
sity of Rhode Island," S. Saclts, Carnegie Insti-
tution of Washington, Department of Tetras.
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AaAmdymof Solar1_mamiton MemuremeauOver
the South AthmU¢ Ocean During SABLE let
(SPARTA, Inc.. 24 _ll Avem_,
Lexmgton. MA 02173)
G.G. Koerag (Geophysics Di:ecwrtte. Plc_ps Labortlmy.
AFB, MA 01731)
J.R. Htm-anel (SPARTA, Inc., 24 Hartwell Avenue,
L_xmglon, MA 02173)
(Sponsor:. I,R. Htanmel)
SABLE, the South Adtnt¢ Btc.ktcauer lidar F_xt_n.
meat. is a joint effort between the Geopflysics Di.'cctorate
of the PhilLips Laborltory and the Royal Si_ and Radar
Corps. In the strutter of 1989, • series of aerosol backrest.
termg me.u_ts were made at end near Atcenmtm
Island (7.97°S, 14.,_':W). Supponmg _talloll for
sABLE 89 t._ludad a EK/EG&G solar _someter
wtuch wu located on A_enlioo IslaOd. The _l
measured solar w_.urussion at 532 am vertu_ ume and
mmsm_ssioe across t_ sotar specznm_.
Th_ paper pro.sen- Ln anlysu of data taken with the
solar u-animalometer. Al in independent check., mea.
mission _ arc first validated using the L,mgley method.
Next. the so_" _ter _ are uled to study the
prOp•rues of ctrrus and boundary layer cumulu_ tined• daU
passed in front of the sun while the mltrument wu wo_-
ir_. The data el•arty illusuale the pre_ra_ of thin slots
m3d edges of clouds that are genendly t.tsumed to be opt-
tally d_ck. Fin•ely, _im data ere gsed to esumate
the r2uckncssos of cloeds a_ well a_ d_ wavelengt_ depen-
dence of manume aerosol exUnction at A.teeatioa hi•rid.
Resea.,r_ Supported by Comract F]9628-91-C_)093
A31G-10111_
T_ LAT AS C_mrm_t Lidar - For Avieairn ms41_
MMmuftmml_
p H Div,¢t J M Vmulh_, D W Brown, R C_ R Fomi t_l
D J W_n {DeJence R_b Ale_y, RSB.IL St AM_w$ goad.
.MaJvem. Watt, WRIt 3PS, LrK)
SBA_ej_ldro lnd G G Koe_| (Ptu_f_ [.,tborltm'y. AJr For_
Syucm* Corrmum_ ttamcom AFB, MA 017_tt, USA)
The Ltu= True Airspeed Syszm (LATA$) lidar d_veJ_ by I_R£
*ad ILA£ wM OnlpnMly mmmml m tn HSI2_ execu0v- j_ typ_ w-
crd_ md is now intoned in z Ce_bem (_-$7) tma.a_ "l_e c_
_actf m_cuTorale.t • 3-4 Wall CW C_ _ U 10_6 mlcr_l,
ii lkm gcrrl_um mmiminung ind Rceivm I _ t cooled
O4T/l=tol mid surfs_ _ wave liluid _ lad Ii_-
ml _lr_oe_ The bit bead md procmim| ta'uu _,¢iih _:u-
rawly 25klP_ each. I_a'mg its lo_ I period of o_'mm_ the eqmp
ment lu proved ea_pamalJy rehat_ tr_ mM_L The _w t_tu
i have Iv•loped have uaunlJybe*a tumciami w_ thz
slumei¢cro-o_mes. Very exumsive c.tlibrmoe _mdi_
e_a tamed cut m d_e syuem end e*tabh_ qmum_ hr_t pe_-
f_. E_smp_s of frmumemenu m • w._ rtnlpe of c_
be o_dil_l trch_li_| ohaervilmni of x.vere _/met'm ,rand
/ear ulocmiid w_dl _ pressure erret me.ltmlmmll tad
alaaa oia_rved m cloud and heavy ram. Morn recmdy exteamv_
_u_m=nul of •m'mspl_tc _ from aerosols have been
m_duc_l or= d_eNo¢_h and So_6_ Atttna¢. Far this cohabonmve
pmlnmme the _gh cetim| of ell am'ntis (over 15km) end the
Im_ltlv|fy of Ihe _ (dOWfl m 6Xl0"l_'tlf "t) ha¥¢ _ very vaht-
A32A CC: 407
Clouds and Radiation Posters
Presidi.g: A Marshak, SSAI
Wed 133011
_.A-1 133_ I_TER
0e Ike Ule Of Artificial Intelll|elce for CIImd
Clu_ifl¢ot|ea
snd R A Sheldon (Both _: LORAL Aer_Sys. 7375
Execuuve Place Sza_m_ot_ Maryl_d 10706; 301.110_2)
A mncl pmm_emamn f_ iJee_ rmiaaoe tli_ m_t_s ia
cover, Mimmslly. srid toed cbamlkaliom m: Rqtamd f_
e.lasa_: ckat madmmug w.l'k_ve md wane mwmb !pa_
cza_t_s clou_; end ku _vc *rid cool towa_b _ cu-Ns
¢io_d_.Satellite CW_eNItUOftSI_UVlC_ i_eeessary it_tnld sod
• mport_c_vemge to ftcitimte the clas_'w.anoes, t_t dw rebmve
y of skied ael_SU lm.uts the unlmmc_ _ satel_te
_ linotype tytu:m, SsteUite Imt|e AnaJysis us_n| Neurtl
•,or_ _$1ANN) tuu been heveioped to addmu t_ issue
teove. Co_venaonal image pm_Uall techntqum m_: used to
k_ inpu_ I_ _ _ _works. The huma_ ¢_peft'S
ledge _ Cal_ared dunng b'_ munro| process fm the _und
wtwmk, wbieb then enm ha tutc_tane.aJly eppli_l m umtlar
scene_. N_untl networks are ep;x'opt_eie for sppmxlrlumn|
co_pJe•, c_fl-llr_.af lyltcfns, are dilmbunofl-{re¢. •_d •re
tolemm m m_rt m _ dam.
IAm_tt_i_s have been di_ dtmnl expenmntaao_;
add/dooM m'ufi¢iai mte_|eree teChmquns pmm_s¢ to nemm,e
these. Embeddin| numerous aeund ncmor'_ _dun an expert
system will improve the |¢ncJ2dity of the system OeneUc
aJl_rLtheas sysmmam real-tad.on'or so.arches for t_: _um set
of input f_uw_-s. Sctf-orp:u_ng hound r_s may r_uce
subjet_vi_y of the trmmng p_ce$_ No_-techmctl uttu¢_ w¢iude
recolumm of Cz _cheiquns by the tmcaufic om'ame.mty,but aim
the _cnOal for ur_rmc_J ar_epuu_ of compu,.er |enermed
rl_$ttltlt.
Piata_ _ At_ml Pe_ur_tiea M*mm_ by
_oni_a _d.l.a_tude Settr PImamaerl
_ _ Larum and Edward W IGeclma (Pacific Non_weu
Lalxnme/, R_Ixla_,WA 99352; _O9-376-t333)
_h _ M¢.htL_v und Lm C _ (Atmoq_.nc Scicoce_
Rr.w.a,xh _m. SUNY, AJt_zy. _ 32205: 5i8._2.3g09)
DoruLidNeJ•oo (N.OAA-ERL. 325 Broadway, _, CO 80303;
303-497-6662)
A_ •emil _ del_a m reeaaely raeas_ by so_
Id_tmma_n la P_tfi¢ Nocthwest Laboralm'y (PNL) m We•tun•too
State. A_ _ Re,_a_h Center (ASRC3 m New York.
and _qvirunmeaud ReaearchLaborawfy (ERL) m Colocado.The_
sia_ have • record of op¢_.4d ctcprhacxtaxlmg buck men ume* whe_
the urtmsp_rc was eucam_y _urbed by ma_or volcsn_ er_p
"o_t. Smt_ the June 1991 e_ption_ o4"Mount Pmambo m thePhibp
pmes,• lar_ to:re*so m _Jo_ol i_ s has_ _,_ shove me
m_,. By mb_srds_ the backlround _o,_1 opm:lJ ck-'p¢_ flora the
voP.u_lly Ime=_oed torotol opuc_ dep_ _c tmouni d scruu_
_phera: acroml loadmg cattm:l by tb_ volcam_ _ de©muted for eaci_
site. O_mc.al deptha are meaSLLmd•t five wsveleeglks al PNL by a sun.
lcioj_| ph_ lad m one bt'oad_i:l-vmbk hand by totaling
gmdowbm_d photmmten at PNL ASRC, and ERL These hats se_.s
are exaf_ned tol_dler w e_cit ch¢ sp_ s_ temp_ be_tv tof o( d_e
Pinmubo _ml cJo_b above nad-laamde Norffi
Major htadi_gof e_s re.arch isprovid_ by _e U.S.Depa_meal of
EnergT. a¢PNL by d_eOffice of BslK Eae/_y Scicoc_t, G¢o_:tunce4
Pmgrtm, end ._ ASRC by d_e O_v:e o( Health t_d Eavtrom'm_taJ
Re_arclL Qgunrlmuve L.mks Pmll_m. P_tfa: No_sl La_
is opiated for the U.S. Oel_l_r_em of F._ergy by _anr.Ue Memoc3al
/emote under C.o_a_t DE-ACU6-?6RLO 1830.
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Kff_ _ MaH_ Sir•infolds• oa TOMS O_ i Ike
T_ _era Atbmtlc
K E Pickmnl I (NASA/Godha_ Space Ftil_l
916, C_heh, MD 2077h _K)1-_2629)
D P Mclq_Mr_ (Applied Retemr.h Corp,, IJmdovtr. MD 2U7_)
l"ae •dO•lea o_l m dmv_ tmal (hia cloady rqpom horn _e
TOt4• _mtl Gmac Map_u_ Sl_:mxm_) _mmwm _streed en
d_ o_ud _¢Uv_e/a_l a dmls_Scal cloud_ hm !_ We
have _ manI TOMS/m m m_dy o_or= off _= col_ _ ,_,=_
_ A_c¢ wluch i_a relpOeofl_-.u_ mann• m'amcumalu_
B_=_u_ th=_ clouds_ io_n=d_aethemea_ cloudtml_* usum_
by the TOMS dl0mmm, the _ tn esTor ion dz umaz_d
_low-e..Joud o_m_z tmoum. _ue_dy, TOMS tma/omt_ f_
the_ mlpom _ m ha mo tUl_. This wu mefirmed by
mm_aam _TOMS. TOMS mleca_t_ dam. md the ISCCP tined
_c_l/or tl tludy pe_xl (_ tnd OuIol_= 191;9)and the
SBUV _ ('l'empm_u_. Hunadity lafrm_ Radk_e_) dma _m
._un_r a_d Oclol_ l_. The dLff_ m SBUV _a_e mlb
valhou_THIR, which _ e munu_ ofd_eo_e
, il ar.afly Enear *nth n_e_avhY m Ibe _Imn _ O"
dazEasm_ At/saac_ We une 0ha mlammh_ _ cm_c:
TOMS omnz fee tbu 19|9 study
tUai,mrsmm $ps_ _ Ataociam_.
=I'hi* nmm_ wu doe soda" omaa_ at Gcxkld Span• I:li_t
Cesta. Grembelt, _btnd.
Effectt of A_ m_ C_mds oe So_r RMiaUve Trmm'er &
Tro_pker_ C_em_u?
YL_ end M A K Klutli] (Global Omnle Re•each Center, Dept.
of Env_ronmenutl S¢._nce and Engmeertng, Oregon Graduate
Ins.lute, Ikavenon, OR 97006; 503/690-1093}
AJmosl Ill •erosob arid ClOUdSrr._de in the troposphere, which
compru_s 80% tO 85% of Ihe lol•l limo*phere. The levels of
many trace Ipute.s and free mdic.tb in thtt region are highly
set.leave to sohtr mtcmtity trace m_t attmosphenc chemical
_cact,ont ere imitated by soUtr radiation. We have developed e
radiative transfer model for muitlpk scattenng plane-parallel
a_rnosphere_ to calculate the •clio•: ill= el d_flcrenl wsve_n_h_
solar zenith, and OIItIUC_ value.& ei_d &l determining the effect
ot aeroloii on iolar nldiatwz tr•nifer at ultraviolet wavelenllhs.
Our resort show that, m amb,ent at•. the contribution of •erolois
,aual_y smal/ compared m Os also.ton and mote._a:
tcauenng It appeam ro be tel•re, ely tmlx_am for • few
pholodutloctaiK3n re•c_on_ such as the phorolysm of NO_ ta
polluted env_ronment_, however, the effect of aerosols could be
stronger lhla the effecti of 0_,al_orpt_on end Raie:gh i_a_tenng.
Clouds generally play • s_ific_nt role in solar radmr,ve rransfer.
A32_-5 13_ POSTER
Sm._mrtam T---imlmR _ a.* rmlr _ i tl_ T_li_
_ L Dh_ra (Uatvm_y of e_ _ of Ce/mbta. W_. OC
2000_)
H L Kyk (NA._A/Goddard ._ I_ C_m_. Gvembut. MD 20"_ 11
Ln_-,emNn. bo_ m _he _WJ I1_ I hqlher/isles. Im u_reas¢ m _
rqgiom_ mlar _ tt uaocm_ w_ m toc_toe m _ am-a_rft_e
(SST), 14o_R'._, clout _ _ _ s comb_mo_ of
vmM_ cloudccv_ md mefg_ =amlX_t mm_eJzms I_e mmpkz
reltmml d_ffenm_. Tats U p_u_ly cue m ew a_9_J The
Hiatus-7 E,n,_ _ I_dget _l.B) al_ Clot_ d_atms m'e-.,-_ m
eZ.lmUm _ timider for I yeast O41,/ 1979 _ Jura 1910)
"1_ tffm of dumlm in bo_ d_ d_,ort_ _oetwave *rid _ _et
rtdtmoe un ,t. SST Mot_ _e *qq_mr vary _ from rel_
mgm. la _ wl_m wler I_Ol it _ *Nml_ Pe_flc. cl_n_ tl I_J¢
t_tuntl dump ie _t _T. _ta_s_.
guc_eam_ m the wlar wr_umm m_a_.te* md munm_ u _ _
In the moor em_.ra P_ifuL d_tr¢ iaa la_nl_ r¢_ befv,e*n e_e
mt radtauna und _ SST "r'ne_ m q_.ars long me wen c_a_a
o( £ou_ Amenci v,4_re _ low SOlGU ¢tund over vL,'k_ mvef_ly v,_u_
cbe wit trr_mr,¢e
_32A-6 133_ POS_R
Lmq-Ta Eaz_ / _
_ L _ (_A._A/Ga:ki'e _ F_i_ Cco_,. C.nent_,. MD 20T_I)
P E Ardmuy (Rate.Oh and Data Symms Corporm_, GreeN_N. MD
2O'77O)
J R tWJu.y ('r_ F_ly _, _ac,. Ne,_n, rtl 0211..0)
A _ cn_il_tu Iwoad qtoarM ha_l rl_o_ of the F.,_ 's afl_do md
ouqlomg Ior¢lwawet'_ial_e (OUt) txu_t _ July 19";_ to _ pre_r_
md e_ memu_al_ I_X_pam ia coenr_nl The measu:_-aea_ w_e
made by _ Nimbi-6 mad .7 ttuim_ md elan by me Ear_ Radtmm
Budiel _ (EitBE) w-_ P_M of vtw (WFO_ mr•mrs
Serum my•minors I_m amd me_e dma w amntr_ mV_rum chmate
im_b_fat inch IB d_e effe_l of _ Ind ntrface condmon_ o_ Ihe
E_ah's rtd_e budl_ (ERB}, dm_mmmoa of _ n_ w_ exadumce
m _ ocea_ _'fac*, amsud end _ v_r_tm_s m tx_ _hz
Mtot'etqve I¢110L,R (Ihil II¢lod_l bo_ I¢1Ni_FJ¢I_I_'_ OsciltIx_
volcamc mrmmphr_ _ p_mrbax_i. _-m-pc_ an• cyms-
mmdiomd a'miD, wamqx_, and _e _etmioathip berv_en ransoms m
• z mrfam _, e_ f_eVs radimto_ budlet and me tots/m/
procedures _ umd in pee¢_utmg _ha Nimb_, -?. and ERBE
lXOtt_a .i i i_ aa _y tlaaa_t io I_oai t,_l _ ill Ihe
Niad_s-7 _. To _", o_y WPOV re'son have proved
dw.i abifit_ m mt_ sccurals, Io_l-_z_m PJUJ memmrm-za_ Howev_.
rome effort it oil amld m jom tl chfformt dsta_cs
C*kmhmea e_ UV_ Expmmm m a-* _'_ SerUm
D H Ch_ht. V J Ab_u. W R Skinner. and W R Kuhn
(All at: Dept. o_Atmu_pher_e, Ocmtmc and Space
Scianm, Univermty of MichNDm, SI_CO Rmmarch
Building, 24k55 Hayward, Ann Arbor, M_, 48100)
A BucholLt (AUnosphm-ic Phyaics Pm**arch Beanch,
NASA-Ames R_maroh C_n_.r, Moffitt Field, CA 94035)
Existing cloud, ilrOlOl, lnd OlOne dlUSbalel were
iomrporst*d into • multiple m:att_rmg racbauve grsnafer
model to des*frame th• UV-B flus mac_ni the surface of
the Earth. Clima_oleqDc*l data on sky cover•g• and
frequency o( o_'x_mce of vsnous ctoud types wel_ uaad t_
incorporl_ up te three cloud layers into the model.
Bounda W _tyor mill Ikl_d TOMS ozone elat4baael werl_
also employed into the model ealculati0nl The U'V-B
spoon-din obtained wM than weighted w_th an erythemul
action |pectr_m to e•tlmilal the effective hlolo_cal
exposure for cry•hems, Ru_lt* •how an men•as• m _V.
B e_•uro b_twNn pt_- Imd post*ozone depleuon years;
calculations •ulgest that i decrease in total column
denlity of ozone of 1% ]oad• to an inmate m e.rythemaJ
expo*ur_ by apprommate)y 2%. In t_• pre*en_uon we
will review the model, the da_tbamm, and the •enttt_mty of
UV-B flux at the eurfam to an_hcopoeemc aerosol loachn i,
incr_aad tropolphel'ic ogonl concon_ritioni, ind vary_n I
meteoroioIDcal cloud condiUons
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